Development of an On‐going Sterility Monitoring Program for Single‐Use Vials
Undergoing Multiple Access Following Application of a Closed System Transfer Device
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BACKGROUND

METHODS

CONCLUSIONS

Closed system transfer devices (CSTD) such as Cyto‐Set®
(1), PhaSeal® (2), and Equashield® (3) are designed to
reduce hazardous drug exposure from preparation to
administration.(4)
Because these devices are airtight and leak‐proof, some
have received FDA ONB product code clearance and have
been substantiated to prevent microbial ingress up to a
time period of seven days. This allows the potential to
extend BUD of single use vials (SUV) and reduce wastage
and decrease expenditures. Several studies have
demonstrated that these devices are able to preserve the
microbiological integrity of compounded products.

An Equashield® vial adapter was attached to one 20‐mL vial
containing 15‐mLsterile trypticase soy broth (TSB) growth
medium and placed in each of 4 biological safety cabinets
(BSC) or a single laminar air flow hood (LAFH). Immediately
following CSTD application a 1‐mL sample was drawn and
then the vial was removed from the hood and placed either in
a refrigerator (1 vial) or at room temperature (4 vials). All TSB
vials were returned to the BSC or LAFH and had a sample
withdrawn at 48 and 168 hours. Between the 48 hr and 168
hr sample, samples were stored in the refrigerator (1 vial) or
at room temperature (4 vials). Prior to sample withdrawal,
vials were visually inspected for turbidity.

• Attachment of a CSTD adapter to single‐use vials within an ISO‐5 environment has the ability to
maintain sterility following multiple withdrawals over 7‐days.
• During the study period vials were stored OUTSIDE of the BSC or LAFH and were returned to the
cabinet for subsequent sampling.
• This procedure simulates actual practice where vials must leave the hood to assist in verification
of the dose and would remain outside the hood until a second (or third) dose was required.
• These results also simulate standard pharmacy practice across the setting of multiple operators
in two different areas following training on the use of the CSTD.

However, NAPRA has suggested that annual testing of the
CSTD is necessary to assure continued sterility. Since
previously published validation studies are large, we
investigated the feasibility of an on‐going monitoring
program.

After 1 week, vials were collected, incubated at 37oC for 14‐
days and inspected visually every 2 days for evidence of
contamination (turbidity).

OBJECTIVES
To test whether attaching a CSTD (Equashield®) to Single
Use Vials can minimize microbial contamination and
extend the “use‐by” date following multiple withdrawals
under
extreme‐use‐conditions,
simulating
current
pharmacy practice.

Table 1: Distribution of TSB Vial Access and 20‐Week Result Summary

For positive controls, three TSB vials were inoculated with less
than 102 of S.epidermidis ATC12228. As a negative control,
three unopened vials of TSB were incubated for 14 days.
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STOPPING RULE
The objective in any sterile IV additive program is a
contamination rate of zero. Statistically this is difficult to
prove and impractical to achieve in practice. A stopping
rule is directed at proving that the contamination rate is
NOT zero. A single positive sample will encompass a zero
contamination rate even with more than 1000 samples
(70%‐95% CI). Therefore, while a single positive sample
could be argued as a random and rare event, our stopping
rule required 2 positive samples in 100 or fewer
consecutive vials (contamination rate using lower limit of
70%‐Confidence Interval (CI) is 0.04 – 3.96%). This would
be taken as confirmation of a break in sterility such that the
contamination rate is judged as NOT zero and an
investigation is required.

RESULTS

FIGURE: (A) Negative Control Vial (B) Study vial with Equashield®
adaptor attached and (C) shows a 3‐mL Equashield® syringe.

COST SAVINGS IMPLICATIONS
USP 797 and NAPRA place a 6‐hour “use‐by” date on single
use vials. Since the process of verification will remove vials
from the BSC and to remain compliant with USP 797, we
estimated waste (discarding the unused portion of single
use vials), would exceed $2Million annually. If we were to
use a CSTD on every single use vial in our system, the
savings are estimated to exceed $1.5Million annually.

During the first 20‐weeks of monitoring, all CSTD vials (100 vials – 300 transfers) remained sterile
following storage at room temperature for 7 days and subsequent incubation for 14‐days. The
70%‐CI of the contamination rate is 0.000 to 0.167% and obviously includes a zero contamination
rate. All positive control vials demonstrated growth within 48 hours and all negative control
vials showed no growth.
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